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It’s time to reimagine how work gets done
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The nature of work changed dramatically in a short period of time. Digital 
transformation plans were accelerated, remote work went mainstream,
and people discovered new ways to collaborate. Having achieved a lot of 
unexpected success, organizations are now eager to maintain this momentum. 
IT leaders and CIOs are evaluating their current infrastructure and bringing 
in new ideas and technologies to further boost employee productivity
and innovation.

As leaders look towards defining what the future of work looks like for 
their organizations, customer stories from other real-world digital
transformation efforts can spark fresh insights and inspiration.

Hybrid work
is here to stay

of companies accelerated
their digital transformation
initiatives in response to
the pandemic.1

69%

of organizations are planning
to adopt a hybrid working
model for their knowledge
workers in 2022.2 

90%

of CEOs say pursuing
operational agility and
flexibility will be the most
important goal in the next
two to three years.3 

56%



For more than a decade, Citrix and Google have helped organizations across industries revolutionize their IT infrastructure and embrace 
better ways of working. We’ve seen how the right solutions don’t just help organizations adapt to change, but embrace them to generate 
new strategic possibilities. 

Citrix and ChromeOS can help organizations across industries achieve these goals so they can
innovate faster in the future. 

Citrix and ChromeOS support digital innovation

Seamless access to apps and data for
remote workforce productivity 

Cost-effective, sustainable
infrastructure 
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Organizations need a comprehensive way to keep workers productive while also securing their
valuable data, assets, and networks. To thrive in an era of dispersed workforces and hybrid-everything,
IT leaders need to achieve four essential goals: 
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Strong, multi-layered cybersecurity
that extends end-to-end

Centralized management for better
IT efficiency and visibility 



Oncology Venture collaborates with labs, clinicians, research organizations, and drug manufacturers across the globe. It chose 
Citrix and ChromeOS as a cost-effective solution for securely sharing files with partners, enabling hybrid work, and protecting 
devices from cyberattacks.

These are just a few of the many customers who have used Citrix and ChromeOS devices for innovation. We’ll take a deeper dive into these 
stories in the pages ahead.

Customers highlighted
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Two Southwest London borough councils, Kingston and Sutton, began sharing IT services to save money and reduce
workloads. The councils’ technology leaders adopted Citrix DaaS on ChromeOS devices to extend operating efficiencies 
across more departments while improving sustainability. 

At the start of the pandemic, a major U.S. auto retailer rapidly transitioned its entire 1,600-person contact center from
the office to work-from-home using Citrix DaaS on ChromeOS. Each employee got a ChromeOS device with access to 
mission-critical apps via Citrix DaaS.

U.S. auto
retailer 

A network with 17 hospitals, Hackensack Meridian Health deployed Citrix DaaS on ChromeOS devices to enable telehealth 
patient visits early in the pandemic. The organization later expanded this solution to streamline clinician access to electronic 
health records using secure kiosks. 

Neste deployed a new IT architecture built on a hybrid model that combines Citrix Cloud services, Google Cloud Platform, and
on-premises resources. As a result, the company now sustainably delivers business-critical applications and productivity tools 
to its hybrid workforce.

Industry: Public Sector

Industry: Healthcare

Industry: Retail

Industry: Healthcare

Industry: Transportation



Multi-layered security

Citrix and ChromeOS deliver
robust cybersecurity across
the enterprise.

Both ChromeOS and Citrix DaaS are designed to ensure employees, applications, 
the network, and intellectual property are always protected. While ChromeOS 
devices provide robust cyberthreat protection at the endpoint, Citrix DaaS
constantly secures all connections to apps and desktops with a cloud-delivered 
security service delivered through 100+ points of presence (PoPs) globally. Citrix 
DaaS provides built-in, multi-layered protection with intelligent security add-ons 
like Citrix Secure Private Access, Citrix Secure Internet Access, and Citrix Analytics 
for security, all of which don't require any additional hardware. ChromeOS devices 
deliver robust cyberthreat protection at the endpoint thanks to a read-only 
operating system and encrypted user data and settings. Cloud-delivered security 
updates and patches to both Citrix and ChromeOS ensure every employee’s 
workspace is always up-to-date.
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Goal #1
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As a healthcare innovator, Oncology Venture handles a variety of sensitive information. Not only does it 
need to safeguard patient data, it must also provide secure access to its proprietary technology and 
intellectual property (IP) when sharing files with third-party drug manufacturers and researchers.

With the security risks involved in sharing files, Oncology Venture relies on the built-in security of Citrix. 
“[Citrix is] our primary system [for sharing data],” says Oncology Venture’s principal infrastructure engineer 
Ulrik Christensen. “We don’t have files on USB drives. Everything is kept securely in our data center.” 

To protect devices, the company prefers using devices running ChromeOS, an operating system that 
has never reported a ransomware attack.4  Says Christensen: “[Chromebooks] are so simple and they are 
one of the most secure endpoint devices offered at Oncology Venture. There’s very little software on the 
device and no data so it can’t be compromised. Using a Chromebook and [Citrix], we have secure access 
to our data and valuable IP.” With Citrix and ChromeOS, all applications and data are stored in the cloud 
or data center and securely accessed using the Citrix Workspace app. If a device is ever lost, damaged, 
or stolen, an IT admin only needs to remotely wipe the device and ship out a new one. 

Secure devices keep
valuable IP safe



Goal #2

IT efficiency 

Citrix and ChromeOS simplify
administration to reduce IT workload.

Citrix and ChromeOS share a common vision to simplify IT for agility and 
scale—from endpoint devices and cloud services to the app delivery infrastructure. 
ChromeOS devices are easy to deploy and manage, and Citrix seamlessly integrates 
with Chrome Enterprise, the cloud management solution used to manage
corporate ChromeOS devices. As a result, employees or new devices can be 
brought on board with minimal IT involvement. Zero-touch administration allows
IT to ship new ChromeOS devices to employees without any physical device
provisioning. IT can configure all users, policies, and even Citrix Workspace app 
installation remotely from integrated cloud management consoles. No manual 
imaging is required. In fact, ChromeOS devices were found to be seventy six 
percent faster to deploy than Windows PCs—that's six minutes versus twenty five 
minutes, which can make a huge different when onboarding multiple users.5
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Managing IT for 5,500 staff at offices in 16 countries around the world, Neste’s team needed simplified 
infrastructure and secure devices that were easy to update and manage. 

Neste deployed a new hybrid architecture built on Citrix Cloud services, Google Cloud Platform, and 
on-premises resources. This new infrastructure uses Citrix Cloud services to deliver business-critical
applications while Google Workspace provides productivity tools. Neste can now scale up high-performance 
workspaces quickly without impacting IT productivity. “With Citrix, new employees or contractors can be up 
and running within minutes and they have mobile access too,” says Neste IT solutions service management 
lead Mari Wasström. 

For device management and maintenance, Neste appreciates the ease of using ChromeOS devices. With 
ChromeOS, regular firmware, feature, and security updates happen automatically in the background and 
can be applied on reboot, taking a matter of seconds to complete. This eliminates downtime and the head-
aches involved in routine updates of operating system components for both IT teams and employees. 

Streamlined administration
makes IT manageable
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Staff at Oncology Venture are based in both Denmark and the United States, which means that 
Denmark system usage hits a peak in the afternoon just as U.S. staff come online. When Denmark 
staff go home in the evening, overall system usage plummets.

With Autoscale, a feature of Citrix DaaS, Oncology Venture’s computing resources can be
easily scaled up or down to meet wide variations in resource demands, providing significant 
cost-savings. “We use Autoscale to automatically manage these system peaks and troughs,” 
explains Oncology Venture’s principal infrastructure engineer Ulrik Christensen. “When
resources are not required, [Autoscale] automatically shuts down the unneeded workloads, 
booting them up again when both countries come online. Autoscale saves us a lot of money
on our cloud costs.” 

Automated resource
scaling saves on costs



Goal #3

Remote workforce productivity

Citrix and ChromeOS empower
employees with seamless access
to apps and data from anywhere
they work.

While ChromeOS provides employees with access to business-critical SaaS apps 
through Google Play, Citrix DaaS extends employees’ access to all types of virtual 
apps and desktops on ChromeOS devices, including full-feature or legacy Windows 
and Linux apps and desktops. The Citrix Workspace app provides one-click access to 
a secure and IT-controlled Citrix Workspace experience, providing employees with a 
unified view of all their mission-critical apps and desktops.
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As a global transportation business, Neste needed an easy way to deliver access to IT resources to office 
employees, sub-contractors, and affiliates. These resources needed to be available anytime, anywhere—even 
by truckers on the road.
 
Citrix provides a simplified, secure, high-performance workspace that’s easily accessible by everyone. “Every 
single staff member enjoys the same modern user experience, from senior management to refinery workers 
and truck drivers, when using our new Citrix Cloud-based solution,” says Neste’s IT service management
lead Mari Wasström. With Citrix DaaS, employees enjoy seamless one-click access to any type of app or 
desktop, including mission-critical apps of any type, legacy Windows apps, and robust virtual Windows or 
Linux desktops. 
 
Neste’s end users can log in to Citrix DaaS anywhere in the world, easily and securely, using Google
authentication (Google Workspace accounts). “We use Google 2-step verification to secure access to
business-critical applications and productivity tools for users. For example, we have updated our solution for 
truck drivers, giving them quick and easy access to their Citrix desktop via Chromeboxes. The result is a 24/7 
kiosk, providing only the applications the drivers need, so that they can plan their truck loads within minutes 
and get on their way to deliver products to our customers in Finland and the Baltics.” 

A unified work experience
increases employee satisfaction 
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At the start of the pandemic, Hackensack Meridian Health was migrating to Google Workspace. The
organization still needed a simplified solution for providing employee with access to Microsoft 365 and core 
healthcare applications to ensure uninterrupted patient care. 

In March 2020, Hackensack Meridian Health sent 3,000 of its frontline workers, administrators, and office 
employees home with ChromeOS devices running in kiosk mode. Using Citrix DaaS, employees can easily log 
into an IT-controlled, high-performance workspace that provides a unified view of all their mission-critical 
apps and desktops, including Microsoft 365. Meanwhile, ChromeOS simplifies user authentication for remote 
working in the cloud and Chrome Enterprise provides IT with easy device management. 

After the success of this project, Hackensack Meridian Health was inspired to deploy Citrix DaaS and
ChromeOS across its facilities to streamline access to Epic, its electronic medical record system. Now,
clinicians can tap their badges at workstations in any department, sign in through Citrix, and get right into 
Epic to deliver better, faster patient care. The IT team also has easy access to security and privacy policy 
controls through Chrome Enterprise cloud management.

Simplified data access
streamlines patient care
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With office space running low, a major U.S. retailer needed a solution that would enable it to expand its 
contact center operations with a distributed, remote workforce. When the pandemic hit, the company had
to speed up its plans and transition 1,600 contact center agents to remote work practically overnight.

By deploying Citrix DaaS combined with Google Cloud, the company was able to provide access to
virtualized applications, desktops, SaaS, and content to agents working from home in less than one week. 
Together, Citrix and Google solutions make it easy for contact center operations to scale on demand and 
respond to disruptions at a moment’s notice. Running Citrix workloads on Google Cloud delivers infinite 
capacity and a simple, economical solution to computing resource requirements. 

With zero touch enrollment, ChromeOS devices can be deployed faster because they are automatically 
enrolled in their corporate domain. Devices are simply drop shipped directly to new agents without IT having 
to intercept the device. Agents simply turn on their device, connect to the internet, sign in using Citrix DaaS, 
and get to work. All of the apps and policies that IT has configured to be associated with that account are 
instantly available. 

A seamless move to remote workU.S. auto retailer



With a relatively small core of employees located in five offices and labs in Denmark and the United 
States, Oncology Venture needed a solution that gives employees a productivity boost without increasing 
its IT team’s workload. 

Citrix DaaS enables the IT team to give employees quick and easy access to a standard set of office 
productivity tools on a simple, high-performance desktop from any device, anywhere. “We want to make 
people more efficient in their daily work,” says Oncology Venture’s principal infrastructure engineer Ulrik 
Christensen. “With Citrix, we have a single point of access to everything. That helps both efficiency and 
security.” Plus, Citrix DaaS features built-in productivity tools to automate workflows, reduce the effort to 
complete common tasks, and drive engagement by keeping employees connected. “Citrix just makes 
things easier,” says Christensen.

A single point of access
improves employee efficiency
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Goal #4

Sustainability 

Citrix and ChromeOS enable
energy-efficient infrastructure
for a brighter future.

With Citrix DaaS and ChromeOS, enterprises can reduce infrastructure and
operational costs while investing in a more sustainable future. ChromeOS devices
are energy-efficient because computing is performed centrally in the cloud, not on 
devices. ChromeOS also reduces e-waste. Using ChromeOS Flex, enterprises can 
update and modernize their existing PC and Mac devices to ChromeOS to prolong 
their life. Plus, Citrix DaaS provides simplified access to cloud applications which 
require fewer physical resources.
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After Kingston and Sutton councils successfully combined IT services, their leaders wanted to expand 
operating efficiencies by adopting more accessible and sustainable technology.

System accessibility was an important factor to consider when evaluating potential solutions, which is why 
the councils selected Citrix DaaS and Google Workspace. “The whole strategy behind our infrastructure 
has been to enable our people to access all of their services from any device, anywhere,” explains David 
Grasty, corporate head of digital strategy for the two councils. “We started by consolidating into two 
physical data centers... We now deliver council and shared service applications using Citrix [DaaS].” 

Employees access virtual desktops on energy-saving, low-maintenance ChromeOS devices, which replaced 
outdated Windows PCs at both councils. “We calculated a 32 percent reduction in energy usage from the 
move to Citrix and Acer Chromebooks,” says the project’s lead consultant Ewen Anderson. “Combined with 
the reduced commuting from more than 95 percent of staff working remotely, it is equivalent to the carbon 
offset from 3,700 acres of mature forest.” In terms of cost-savings, Grasty says, “We estimate a £40,000 
reduction in our annual electricity bill just from migrating from old devices to new, ‘state of the art’ ones.”

Updated IT minimizes work’s
carbon footprint
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Citrix and ChromeOS:
Accelerating the modernization of the enterprise
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Learn more at Citrix.com/google Read the case studies
Hackensack Meridian Health
Kingston and Sutton

Neste
Oncology Venture
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Citrix and Google are working together to drive digital transformation across the enterprise. Our combined solution
simplifies and accelerates modernization efforts, from endpoint devices to security architecture to apps, creating a more productive
and innovative way to work. 

https://www.citrix.com/global-partners/google/
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/chrome-enterprise/hackensack-chromeenterprise
https://www.citrix.com/customers/kingston-and-sutton-councils-en.html
https://www.citrix.com/customers/neste-en.html
https://www.citrix.com/customers/oncology-venture-en.html
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